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Changes to the CONNECTIONS
Family Services Stage (FSS) - Phase 1
Introduction
This guide is intended for workers who are familiar with the CONNECTIONS Family Services Stage (FSS)
and whose responsibilities include maintaining the family composition, updating demographic information,
and/or recording, editing and viewing progress notes in FSS stages. It provides an overview of the Person
List, Progress Notes, and Stage Summary windows for an FSS stage, as well as step-by-step directions for
tasks related to the Person List window. A separate Tip Sheet focusing on the Bridges to Health windows in
CONNECTIONS will be available on the CONNECTIONS Internet and intranet sites prior to the
implementation of Phase 1.
Please remember that any visible identifying data in this document is fictitious and used for training purposes
only.

The Family Services Stage Modernization
Modernization of the Family Services Stage in CONNECTIONS will occur in several phases. With the
implementation of Phase 1, the tabbed Family Services Stage window will be replaced with individual
navigation to the separate windows that comprise an FSS stage. These windows will be modernized over
time and will have the same “look and feel” as other parts of CONNECTIONS that have already been
modernized, such as the CPS Investigation (INV) stage, the Family Assessment Response (FAR) stage, the
Foster and Adoptive Home Development (FAD) stage, and most recently, the Family Services Intake (FSI)
stage.

What’s Changing?
In addition to the departure of the tabbed Family Services Stage window, the implementation of Phase 1 will
result in these major changes:
•

The Person List window will replace the Stage Composition tab.

•

The FSS stage Progress Notes window will have the same modern “look and feel” as the Progress
Notes window for INV and FAR stages.

•

The FSS Stage Summary window will be available and the “Stage Summary” event will replace the
“Family Services Stage Opened” event to provide access to that window.

•

The Bridges to Health windows will be modernized, along with several supporting windows.

•

Most functions that you now access using menus or buttons will instead be accessed through
NAVIGATION PANE links.

•

Links that appear in the NAVIGATION PANE of the WORKLOAD & TO-DOs tab when an FSS stage
is selected will reflect the above changes. For example, the Open FSS and Stage Comp links will no
longer display.

•

You will be able to have multiple modernized windows open at the same time.

Later phases of the FSS modernization will address the Education, Service Plan Review, Family Assessment
& Service Plan, and Health Services windows, as well as other portions of the CONNECTIONS environment.
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What’s Staying the Same?
The FSS will continue to serve as the stage where caseworkers and support staff conduct assessments and
document their work for ongoing services cases. With few exceptions, the same information will be recorded
in the same manner as in the current FSS. Likewise, the security rules for accessing and modifying
information in an FSS stage, and the paths to access an FSS stage, will not change.
Throughout each phase, the FSS stage windows that have not been modernized will continue to be
accessed and function the same as they currently do.
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The Person List Window
The Person List window will replace the Stage Composition tab. While this window currently exists for an
FSS stage, only certain functions can be performed on it, such as conducting Person Merges and Splits (for
those with the necessary security), and maintaining AKA Names. After implementation, however,
enhancements to the window will allow for more functions.
Viewing the
Historical Person List

Searching for, adding,
and relating individuals
to the FSS stage
(see next page)

End-dating stage
involvement

Accessing the AppReg button
(if you have the necessary
security) and WMS Sync button

Accessing and
maintaining
Bridges to
Health windows

Recording and/or
modifying demographic
information

Accessing the Person List Window
1

On the My Workload tab, select the appropriate FSS stage.
The Stage Actions section of the NAVIGATION PANE displays.

2

Click the Person List link in the NAVIGATION PANE.
The Person List window displays.
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The NAVIGATION PANE Links
Like other modernized CONNECTIONS windows, the Person List window contains a NAVIGATION PANE
that displays links for completing certain tasks.

Two specific links pertain to adding and relating individuals to the FSS
stage:
New Search – After selecting an individual in the grid, click this link to
perform a search for him/her in CONNECTIONS. The Person Search
window displays populated with information for the selected individual.
Add Person – Click this link to display a blank Person Search window in
order to perform a search for an individual not listed in the grid.
Clicking the Compare WMS Data link opens the Compare WMSConnections Data window, which can be used to check whether the
information recorded in WMS matches the information currently recorded in
CONNECTIONS. Changes made in CONNECTIONS will not overwrite the
WMS Non-Services data.
The links in the Address & Phone Options section allow you to copy and
paste address and phone information between individuals in the stage (see
page 6 for details).
Additionally, when a Child Case Record
(CCR) stage is selected, the View Family
of Origin, Finalize Adoption, and AFCARS
links will display for maintaining finalized
adoption and Adoption and Foster Care
Analysis and Reporting System (AFCARS)
information.
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The Person List Grid
The Person List grid at the top of the window displays a list of all active individuals in the stage. You cannot
modify information directly in the grid, as you may have done on the Stage Composition tab. Instead, all
modifications must be made via the Person Info tab and its sub-tabs, which display below the grid when an
individual is selected.

The Person Info Tab and Sub-tabs
After selecting an individual, the Person Info, Person Merge/Split, and Case List tabs display. You can use
these tabs to maintain person information, merge or split Person IDs (PIDs) (if you have the necessary
security), and view case information. The Person Info tab is the default tab and contains several sub-tabs,
including the following:
Identifiers – You will use this tab to record and maintain
identification numbers for the selected individual, such as Social
Security Number. It is also the place to record tribal affiliation for
NYTD (National Youth in Transition Database) purposes.
You must enter tribal information on the

Addit. Detail – Shown in the image above, you can use this tab
Identifiers tab for National Youth in
to record ‘additional’ information such as pregnancy information,
Transition Database (NYTD) purposes.
military status, tribal affiliation, and adoption information. When
The Addit. Detail tab provides support
recording pregnancy information, Anticipated Due Date and
for sending out ICWA (Indian Child
Welfare Act) notification letters.
Delivery Date may not be greater than 38 weeks from the Start
Date. The Tribal Affiliation field will enable only for children
under 21 years old if the race of the selected individual is “American Indian.”
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The Address & Phone Options Section
The NAVIGATION PANE of the Person List window will display the Address & Phone Options section,
which will contain links for copying the address and phone information of one stage member and pasting it to
other stage members.

Copying and Pasting Address or Phone Information
1

Select the person in the grid whose information you wish to copy.
The Person Info tab displays with the Detail sub-tab active.

2

Click the Address or Phone sub-tab.
The sub-tab displays with a grid that contains the previously saved address
or phone information.

3

Select the address or phone number you wish to copy.
The respective Copy link (Copy Address Info or Copy Phone Info) enables
in the NAVIGATION PANE.

4

Click the Copy Address Info and/or Copy Phone Info link in the
NAVIGATION PANE.
If desired, you may copy both phone and address information (separately,
by clicking both links) before pasting. The respective Paste link (Paste
Address Info or Paste Phone Info) enables in the NAVIGATION PANE.

5

In the Person List grid, select the person to whom you wish to apply the
address or phone number.
The Person Info tab displays with the Detail sub-tab active.

6

Click the Paste Address Info or Paste Phone Info link in the NAVIGATION
PANE.
The address or phone number updates on the Detail sub-tab.

7

If you pasted an address, click the Validate button and accept the validated address (if correct) on the
Address Validation pop-up window.

8

Click the Save & Close or Save button.

The Multiple Person Update Function
The Multiple Person Update function will replace the Maintain Primary Address and Phone function.
Instead of copying and pasting to one stage member at a time, you will be able to paste the copied
address or phone number to multiple stage members at the same time.

Performing a Multiple Person Update
1

Copy the address or phone number of the desired person (see steps 1 - 4 above).
The Person Info tab displays with the Detail sub-tab active.

2

In the Person List grid, select the checkboxes of the persons to whom you wish to apply the address or
phone number. You can select all individuals in the grid by clicking the checkbox in the column header.
The Detail sub-tab displays with a blank Address field.

3

Click the Paste Address Info or Paste Phone Info link in the NAVIGATION PANE.
The address or phone number updates on the Detail sub-tab.

4

If you pasted an address, click the Validate button and accept the validated address (if correct) on the
Address Validation pop-up window.

5

Click the Save & Close or Save button.
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The Family Relationship Matrix Window
The Family Relationship Matrix (FRM) is a tool for recording relationships among stage members. Like the existing Family Relationship Matrix window, you will use the modernized window to create, modify, and
invalidate relationships.

What’s Changing?
•

The Family Relationship Matrix window will be accessible from the NAVIGATION PANE of the Person List
window and of the main CONNECTIONS window (My Workload tab).

•

When the Family Relationship Matrix is complete, the NAVIGATION PANE will display a “(C)” to the right of
the Family Relationship Matrix link.

•

A checkbox column in the Family Relationship Matrix list grid will be used to multi-select persons in the grid.

The relationships grid will display all active
relationships recorded for the stage.

The Person One grid, Person Two grid, and
relationships drop-down menu will allow you to select
an individual (Person One) and his/her relationship to
the individual(s) that you select in the Person Two
grid. A red checkmark will display in the Complete
column of the grid after a relationship has been added.

The buttons at the bottom of the
window will be used to add, modify,
save, and invalidate relationships.

Follow these guidelines to complete the FRM most efficiently:

•

Always begin with the oldest generation when recording family relationships. Continue recording by working
from oldest to youngest. Do not select another person in the Person One list until all relationships have been
recorded for that person. CONNECTIONS will automatically generate any reciprocal relationship(s) as a result.

•

Complete the relationships for a Person One who has the same relationship with multiple people (e.g., unrelated
home member) before one who has many different relationships.
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The Progress Notes Window
Upon implementation, FSS stages will contain a Progress Notes window similar to that of other stages in
CONNECTIONS. You will continue to use the Progress Notes link in the NAVIGATION PANE of the main
CONNECTIONS window to access the Progress Notes component.

Links will provide access to
progress note actions such as
copying, deleting, and printing
notes, as well as adding addenda.

The Progress
Notes List will
display up to
5000 notes
recorded for the
stage. Upon
searching, it will
display any
notes that meet
the search
criteria.

The Search Progress
Notes section will allow you
to search for notes that
meet the criteria you enter.

Click the New button to access a
blank Detail tab to record a new note.

The available editing tools will differ only slightly from those available on the
existing Progress Notes Detail window. Although bullets and numbering will
no longer display as options, you may find the new Undo and Redo options
helpful. The dotted bar can be used to change the position of the toolbar.
Changes to the CONNECTIONS Family Services Stage (FSS) - Phase 1
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Copying Progress Notes between Stages
The Copy Note feature will continue to be available for you to copy progress notes between stages of the
same case number. The Copy Note window will be modernized to look and function similarly to other
modernized windows.

Copying a Progress Note
1

On the Progress Notes window, select the note you wish to copy.

2

Click the Copy Note link in the NAVIGATION PANE.
The Copy Note window displays with a list of available stages.

3 Select the checkbox of the stage to
which you wish to copy the note.
4

Click the Save & Close or Save
button.
The note is copied to the selected
stage in “Draft” status. It will
automatically change to “Final” status
20 days from the date you copy the
note and save this window.

Reminder: When can you copy?
Copying Permitted
From:

To:

Copying NOT Permitted
From:

To:

INV

INV

INV

FSS

INV

FAR

FAR

FSS

FAR

FAR

FAR

INV

FSS

INV

FSS

FAR
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The Stage Summary Window
The new FSS Stage Summary window will provide you with access to specific view-only stage action windows
for an FSS stage (e.g., Progress Notes, FASP, Service Plan Review). The Stage Summary window and all
windows accessed from it will have a “[Read Only]” label to remind you that they are view-only.
The “Stage Summary” event will replace the “Family Services Stage Opened” event and provide access to the
Stage Summary window via:

•

the Case Events tab from a Case Search; or

•

the Stage Events tab on the workload.

Accessing the Stage Summary Window from the Case Events Tab
1

From the main CONNECTIONS window, click the drop-down arrow for the Search/Maintain menu.

2

Click the Case/Stage command.
The Case/Stage Search window displays.

3

Enter the search criteria for the case you wish to locate.

4

Click the Search button.
The Case List displays with your search results.

5

Select the case from the Case List.
The Comp, Case To-Dos, Case Events, and Case Summary tabs display.

6

Click the Case Events tab.

7

Filter for “Stage
Summary” in the
Description column
by typing the letter
“S.”

8

Select the “Stage
Summary” event.

9

Click the Detail link
in the Event Options section of the NAVIGATION PANE.
The Stage Summary <Case Name – Stage ID/Case ID> [Read Only] window displays.

Accessing the Stage Summary Window from the Workload
1

On the My Workload tab, select the appropriate FSS stage.
The Case To-Dos and Stage Events tabs display.

2

Click the Stage Events tab.

3

Filter for “Stage Summary” in the Description column by typing the letter “S.”

4

Select the “Stage Summary” event.

5

Click the Detail link in the Event Options section of the NAVIGATION PANE.
The Stage Summary <Case Name – Stage ID/Case ID> [Read Only] window displays.
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The Stage Summary Window (continued)
The NAVIGATION PANE will
contain links for accessing
view-only FSS stage windows.

Note the window label
reminding you that the window
cannot be modified.

The grid will display all active
individuals in the stage.

Upon selecting an individual in
the grid, the Person Info tab
and its sub-tabs will display,
allowing you to view detailed
information about that person.
In order to view the FASP (Family
Assessment and Service Plan)
narratives, you must do so via the
FASP Approval event.
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Available Resources
OCFS Intranet Site: CONNECTIONS Help/Training
Many resources are available for you on the CONNECTIONS Help/Training page of the OCFS intranet site
(http://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect_help/Default.asp). There you will find resources such as these:

•

How Do I? documents

•

Job Aids

•

Tip Sheets

•

other Quick Start Guides

These documents and others will provide you with the most up-to-date information on CONNECTIONS.
When you are working in CONNECTIONS, an easy way to access the intranet site is by clicking the
Help/Training link on the toolbar of the main CONNECTIONS window.

CONNECTIONS Regional Implementation Staff
If you cannot find the answer to your question(s) within the documentation mentioned above, you can
contact one of the many statewide CONNECTIONS Regional Implementation Staff members. The current
list of members is always available on the OCFS CONNECTIONS Internet and intranet sites:
On the Internet:
http://www.ocfs.state.ny.us/connect/contact.asp
On the intranet:
http://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect/contact.asp

Application Help Mailbox
You can directly contact the NYS CONNECTIONS User Support/Triage staff for help with complex
application issues. Questions, problems, and concerns can be emailed to:
ocfs.sm.conn_app@ocfs.state.ny.us

NYS ITS Enterprise Service Desk
The New York State Office of Information Technology Services (NYS ITS) Enterprise Service Desk is
available to answer basic questions related to your equipment, or to solve problems you are having with
CONNECTIONS. If they cannot solve your problem, they will record your information and forward it to
others who can. The Enterprise Service Desk is staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The telephone
number is:
1-800-NYS-1323
(1-800-697-1323)

Professional Development Program
Another resource is the CONNECTIONS Training Project of the Professional Development Program (PDP),
Rockefeller College, University at Albany. CONNECTIONS trainers can provide you with assistance when
you have a question about or are experiencing an issue with any area of CONNECTIONS. For assistance
from a CONNECTIONS representative, contact the Professional Development Program at
CONNECTIONS@albany.edu. Be sure to include your name, contact information, and your question or
issue. A CONNECTIONS representative will respond as promptly as possible by email and/or phone.
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